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Export 
performance 

Export performance is 

of interest to:

❑Policy makers 

❑Managers 

❑Researchers

(Katsikeas et al. 2000)



Export performance 

➢Time Horizon:

❑Historical

❑Current 

❑Future

(Katsikeas et al. 2000)



Export performance

❑Sales related

❑Profit related

❑Market share related

❑Product related

❑Market related

❑Miscellaneous 

➢Measures: Economic, non-economics, Generic 

(Katsikeas et al. 2000)



Export performance

➢Most frequently utilized in empirical research: 

❑Export sales intensity 

❑Export sales

❑Export sales growth

❑Export profitability

(Katsikeas et al. 2000)



Export performance 

❑Export propensity 

❑Export intensity 

❑Export diversity



Export performance 

❑Resource Based View (RBV) 

❑Institutional Based View (IBV) 



Export performance 

❑Contingency theory 

❑Organizational learning theory (OLT) 



Export 
performance 

➢Productivity

❑Self selection

❑Learning by exporting
Wagner, J. (2012)



Export performance 

➢Productivity ❑Number of export 

markets

❑Exports to developed 

economies

❑Two-way traders



Innovation ❑R&D 

❑Patent

Becheikh et al. (2006)



Innovation

❑Radical Innovation

❑Incremental Innovation 



Innovation

❑Product Innovation

❑Process Innovation 



Innovation ➢Patents: 

❑Patentable subject matter

❑Utility

❑Novelty

❑Non-obviousness
Scotchmer (2004)



Innovation
➢Strong positive relationships:

❑Exporting  - Growth

❑Exporting  - Innovation              

activities

(Love and Roper, 2015)



Export performance & Innovation 

❑Internal Factors

❑External Factors 



Exporting & Innovation (SMEs) 

➢Internal enablers

❑Skills, leadership and people management

❑R&D

❑Capital investment and equipment

❑Internal financing

❑Design

❑Intellectual property management

❑Leadership and strategy

➢External enablers 

❑Knowledge enhancing or augmenting factors

❑Resource-enhancing or augmenting factors

➢Demand-side effects on innovation and 

exporting

(Love and Roper, 2015)



◦ (Love and Roper, 2015. p.42)



◦ (Love and Roper, 2015. p.42)



Export performance & Innovation 

❑Industry type effects

❑Firm size effects



Eurostat indicators

❑High-technology

❑Medium-high-technology

❑Medium-low-technology

❑Low-technology 

❑Knowledge-intensive services

❑High-tech KIS

❑Market KIS 

❑Less Knowledge-intensive 

services

❑Market services less KIS



Small and Medium sized firms

❑ Majority of empirical studies focus on SMEs

❑SMEs make the majority of total number of 

companies

❑The size of SMEs is important (especially in 

Greece - large number of micro companies)



Small and Medium sized firms

➢Criteria: 

❑staff headcount 

❑annual turnover 

❑annual balance sheet total 



Small and Medium sized firms

➢Resources:

❑Ownership

❑Partnership

❑Linkages



Firm size in empirical literature 

❑Measures differ among studies 

(e.g. number of employees, annual 

sales) making comparisons 

difficult

❑the meaning of the terms ‘small’,

‘medium’ and ‘large’ varies greatly in 

an international context.

➢Measures:

◦ (Sousa et al. 2008)



Export performance & Innovation 

❑Mediators

❑Moderators 

❑Controls 



Export performance 

➢Empirical literature mostly considers 

developed economies 

➢Growing number of studies in emerging 

economies



Export performance & Emerging 
economies

➢e.g. Krammer et al. (2018):

❑what institutional features in emerging economies affect 

Emerging economies* firms’ likelihood of becoming exporters?

❑which firm capabilities determine their subsequent success?

*BRIC



Export performance & Emerging 
economies 

➢Export propensity

❑Political instability

❑Competition from informal sector

❑Corruption level

➢Export intensity

❑Skilled labor force

❑Access to external technologies

❑Managerial experience

Krammer et al. (2018)



Export performance & Emerging 
economies 

❑Weak home-country institutions           seek out overseas

Markets            export Propensity

❑Firm capabilities            export intensities 

❖Institutional environments and internal capabilities of firms in 

developed economies differ from those of emerging economies 

(implications for IBV and RBV/ what about Greece?)
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